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Abstract 
This paper considers the asymptotic properties of an estimator of a parameter that generalizes 
the correlation coefficient to a class of nonlinear, non-Gaussian d positive time series models. 
The models considered are one step Markov chains whose innovations have an infinitely divisible 
distribution, as do the marginal distributions. The models and their statistical analysis do 11ol 
degenerate as is the case for some linear models that have been suggested for positive time 
series data. The asymptotic theory derives from a point process weak convergence argument thal 
uses a regular variation assumption on the left tail of the innovation distribution. 
Kevwords: Markov chains; Mathematical programming estimator; Weak convergence; Infinitely 
divisible distribution 
1. Introduction and motivation 
The study of stationary time series models for positive time series has mainly con- 
centrated on taking linear models and allowing the marginals or the innovations to have 
specific nonnegative distributions. In Gaver and kewis (1980) the main interest is on 
deriving the innovation distribution which ensures exponentially distributed marginals 
for the EAR(l )  process. Statistically, the latter model is perhaps of limited interest 
since the innovations have a jump at 0, and the autoregressive parameter can be de- 
temlined exactly from a long enough sequence. More recently, Feigin and Resnick 
(1992,1994) have considered the AR(p)  processes with innovations that have either 
a regularly varying left or right tail. They develop the asymptotic theory for l inear 
p rogramming est imators  (LPE) of the coefficients of the pth order autoregression. 
In this paper we look at an extension of the above approaches by considering first 
order Markov models which are nonlinear generalizations of the linear AR(I ) model 
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with the property that both the innovation and the marginal distributions are of  a simple 
form. Moreover, the statistical estimation theory is not degenerate. 
The source of the approach is in a recent Ph.D.  thesis of Pallant (1991), in which 
the author shows how nonlinear regression models of a particular form can be used 
to define a nonlinear time series model. We pursue this observation and show that 
a corresponding sequence of estimators - to be called mathemat ica l  programming 
estimators (MPE) - satisfy an asymptotic theory that can be derived in a similar way 
to that in Feigin and Resnick (1992) and Davis and McCormick (1989). 
In order to motivate the model we start by considering the usual Gaussian, linear 
AR(1) model with e,t "~ N(0, a 2) and ]p] < 1: 
Xt=pXr  l+~: t ;  t= l ,2  . . . . .  (1.1) 
The stationary distribution of (1.1) is given by Xt ~ G~_ =- N(0, 7 2) which satisfies 
Gr'- = Gp~.~: * Go2 = Gp2r.,+o2 
where • denotes convolution. The latter implies that 
Ga ~_ = G(I p2 )r2. 
(1.2) 
(1.3) 
Suppose now that we write F~ = G~2, 0 < p = p2 and so obtain the stationarity 
equation 
F~ = Fp~ * F(l_p)~. (1.4) 
If we regard (1.4) as the basic relationship, we can extend the Gaussian model to any 
infinitely divisible family {F~; ~>0}.  However, now the analogue of (1.1) becomes 
nonlinear: 
X, = f (Xt -1)  +Zt  (1.5) 
with 
Xt - i  ~F~,  f (X t_ l )~Fp~ , Z t ~-' F ( l _p ) :~ (1.6) 
and therefore 
f (x )  = f~(F~(x) )  (1.7) 
where F~ denotes the inverse or quantile function corresponding to F. We thus have 
defined a natural extension of  the Gaussian AR(I ) model to an infinitely divisible 
family. We concentrate in the sequel on the case of  positive time series. 
Formally we consider an infinitely divisible family of absolutely continuous distri- 
bution functions {F~; ~>0} which satisfy F~ * FlJ -- F~+I~. For 0~<p~<l define the 
sequence {Xt; t = 0, 1,2 .... } as follows: 
Xt - -F~p(F~(Xt_ I ) )+Zt ;  t=  1,2 .... (1.8) 
X0 ~ G (1.9) 
where {Zt; t = 1,2 .... } is an independent and identically distributed (iid) sequence of 
random variables. In the sequel we shall write Q~ = F~.  
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For the special case of interest in the sequel, the distribution of Zt and G are taken 
to be 
Z:~F-~( I  :,~, t 1,2 .... and Xo~G=F, ;  (I.10) 
and it follows that since F~ is a stationary distribution for the model (1.8) that the 
process is stationary. This property is a consequence of the elementary fact that if 
Xt i ~ F~ then F-~(Xt 1) is uniform and independent of Z,, and from the convolution 
property of the family {F:}. 
The coefficient p measures the degree of dependence between successive obser- 
vations of the time series and is a generalization of the (square of the) first order 
auto-correlation coefficient. Indeed, as we saw above in the Gaussian case, xfP is ex- 
actly that correlation coefficient. The latter can also be seen from the fact that if we 
take F , (x )  O(x / ' , ,~)  then Q~p(F~(x))  F~, (F : (x ) )  ,/~x. We have used • to de- 
note the standard normal distribution function. In the general case of (1.8). we detine 
k~) to be the degenerate distribution at 0 and therefore when p = 0, we obtain that 
{X: = Z,} is an iid sequence, which corresponds to complete lack of serial correlation. 
If (1.10) also holds, then the case p 1 corresponds to complete correlation between 
successive X's  - in effect, Xr = X,_~ for all t. 
In part of the development we will specialize to the case that F, = Gamma( :c ). ) 
the Gamma distribution with shape parameter :~, scale parameter equal to J., and 
therefore mean equal to :~/£. 
The statistical problem we address in this paper is the estimation of p from a sample, 
{X:; t 0, l, 2 . . . . .  n }, from the stationary process defined by (1.8) (1.10). We assume 
that :< is known. In practice its value can be estimated separately by first estimating 
the marginal distribution, F~, of the Xt. 
2. Assumptions and properties of the model 
The assumptions we make concerning the model defined by (1.8) (1.10) are given 
below. We need to define the function r (x ,z )  and it is given as the solution of 
Q:,.(F~(.r)) - Q~pl,(F~(x)) - z, (2. I 
where P0 is the true value of the parameter p. 
The assumptions are: 
(A1) for each :< > 0, F: is an absolutely continuous distribution function on [0. ~. ), 
with density J;,, and the family {F,; ~ > 0} is infinitely divisible F , .  F/; - k'.,. i~ 
for :< [~ > 0; 
(A2) for each :~ > 0, F, is regularly varying at 0 with parameter (0 < )It I~(~) < x .  
(A3) .i~,(x) = ? [ ; (x ) /~.  exists and is a continuous function of :~ tbr each x > 0: 
(A4) for 0 < Z* ~<Z1 ~ F~(I-:,), X0 ~ F.~ and r(x,z) as defined in (2.1), the following 
hold for each c > 0: 
lira limsup n Pr[a21Zt <~c~Q~[,.{x,,.z.I.,II(F,(X< )), a,71Z1 >~M] 0: (2.2~ 
,~,l -+2<.  H~OC 
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(A5) the Markov chain defined by (1.8) is Harris ergodic: Pr(Xt E ,IX0 : x0) ~ F~(.) 
in total variation norm, for any value of x0 ~> 0. 
Assumption (A2) means that 
lim F~(tx) _ tu(~ ) (2.3) 
~-~o F~(x) 
and holds for the case that F~ = Gamma(e, 2) with/~(~) = e. 
From assumption (A1) we deduce that for e > /3, F~(x) < F~(x) for all x > 0. 
This fact can be seen by considering independent random variables X~ and X~_I~ with 
distributions F~ and F~-/3 respectively, and then computing. 
F~(x) = Pr(X/3 ~x)  > Pr(X/~ + X~_f~ <~x) = F~(x) . (2.4) 
Together with (A3), this last result also ensures that F~(x) is negative for each 
x > 0 and that 
F~(F; (u)) _ l~(Q~(u)) (2.5) ~Q~(u)  " +- 
=-- Q~(u) -- f~(FU(u)  ) f~(Q~(u)) 
is positive for u > 0. Moreover, assumption (A3) also implies that/~(x) is continuous 
in ~ and therefore so is Q~(u) for u > 0. 
In the Appendix we show that assumption (A4) holds in the Gamma(e, 1) case. 
Assumption (A5) is required for the weak convergence of point processes argument 
given in Section 4. Given that the Markov chain has an invariant measure by design 
this requirement is not unreasonable, and will be demonstrated to hold for the case 
F~ = Gamma(x, 1) in the Appendix. 
3. Derivation and asymptotic theory for the MPE 
We now turn to the derivation of  an estimator /3 n for P0, the true value of p in 
(1.8), from observations {X0,X1 . . . . .  )(,1}. We assume that (1.8)-(1.10) hold and we 
will exploit the nonnegativity and the 0 essential infimum of the innovations {Zt} to 
produce the estimator. As we will show later, in many cases for which the model is 
appropriate the estimator will have good, if not optimal, properties. 
Define p(x, y) to be the value of p that solves 
y - Q~p(F~(x)) = 0. (3.1) 
Since Q~(u) = F~-(u) is a strictly increasing function of ~ we see that in (3.1) the 
left side is positive for p < p(x, y). It therefore follows, if the model (1.8) holds, that 
P0 < p(Xt- l ,Xt) for each t = 1,2 . . . . .  n, and therefore P0 satisfies 
Po < A p(X, - i ,Xt )  :- bn. (3.2) 
t=l 
For the case in which the density f~(1-p) of F~(j p) is unbounded near 0 for 
example, the Gamma case with e (1 -p )  < 1 - the estimate/3, is actually the maximum 
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likelihood estimator (MLE) for P0. The latter follows from noting that the likelihood 
L(p)  is given by 
L(p; Xo . . . . .  X, , )= {t=,flJ~('-P)(Xt F~p(F~(X, , ) ) )} l (p<~, )  (3.3t 
which tends to infinity as p ~ y .  
In the general case, the estimator b,, is consistent, whatever the distribution of Y:. 
as long as its essential infimum is 0. In this paper we only pursue the asymptotic theory 
for /~,. 
The asymptotic theory is based on the fact that under the regular variation condition. 
(A2), the points {Z:/a,,; t -- 0, 1 . . . . .  n} converge weakly as a point process to an 
extremal process 
~::~ (3.4) 
which is a Poisson random measure (PRM) with mean measure m(dx) = ILr:' t dx 
and where II /~(~(1 -- P0)) is as defined in (A2). In order to use this property ti)r 
deriving the asymptotic distribution of the estimators /5,, we need to express it as a 
functional of the point process. The first step is to note that p(X: E,X:) can also be 
expressed as r(X: I,Z~) where r(x,z) is the solution of 
Q~,.(F~(x)) Q~p()(F~(x)) = z . (3.5) 
This result follows from substituting Xt - Q~p.(F~(Xt I ))+Zt when using the definition 
of p(x, y) in (3.1). Hence we have the equivalent representation 
Dn = A F(Xt l,Zt) • (3.(~) 
l=] 
Note that r(x, 0) = P0 and that r(x,z) is an increasing function of z for each fixed 
x>0.  
We now state the main result of this paper and comment on it. The proof will folio,s. 
in the next section. 
Theorem 3.1. Assume that assumptions (A1) - (A5)  hohlJor the model (1.8) (1 10). 
F '  / Let a,, ~(I p,>)(l/n). Then, jor  0 < Po < 1 
a,l(1),, Po) ~ A jk -j~p<)(Vz) (3.7) 
where the {j~. } form the point process described in (3.4) and { V~ } is an indepen&,nt 
iid sequence with distribution F~.p,>. 
The result of the theorem is that, since {a,,} is a regularly varying sequence with 
parameter -1//~(~.(1 P0)), the rate of  convergence for /~,, is better than l/x/~ as long 
as y(:~(1 p0)) < 2. This seems likely to occur even if c~ is big, as long as there 
is sufficient "correlation" (P0 large enough) between successive observations from the 
time series. Here we are assuming that /~(c~) - -  0 as :( ~ 0, so that ll(~(I - Po)) 
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decreases when P0 increases. For example, in the Gamma(~, 2) case, we would require 
that co(1 - P0) < 2 in order to get this faster than 1/~ffi rate of convergence. 
The actual asymptotic distribution depends on the value of the unknown P0. For data 
analysis, one would need to substitute the estimated /3 in the asymptotic distribution. 
A simulation study will be used to ascertain the efficacy of this procedure in a separate 
paper. 
4. Proof of weak convergence for the MPE 
Define 
H(x)  = F~(F~(x) )  _ Q~p(F~(x)) (4.1) 
and note that it is an increasing function of  x, and H(0)  - 0. 
Now define {Xt q: t - -  1,2 .. . .  ; q= 1,2 .. . .  } as follows: 
Xt q -- Zt + H(L  t + H(Zt_2 +. . .  + H(Z, q ) ) ) . . . )  (4.2) 
and we also define Xt = Zt = 0 for t < 0 and Z0 = X0. 
Lemma 4.1. For X~ as defined in (4.1) and (4.2) we have 
Xt q --+ Xt a.s., as q --+ oc ; (4.3) 
where Xt is as defined in (1.8)-(1.10), and 
50[xtq,xt] - 50[xq+l,Xt+l] for q < t ; (4.4) 
and where 50[ • ] denotes the law o f  the argument. 
Proof. We note from (1.8) that we can write 
Xt=Z,  +H(Zt  I +H(Zt  2+. . .+H(Z I  +H(Xo) ) ) ) . . . )  (4.5) 
=Zt+H(Zt_ I+H(Zt_2+. . .+H(Zt  q - -H(Yt  q 1))) ) ' " )  (4.6) 
=X~ q whenever q>~t . (4.7) 
Thus Xt q = Xt for t<.q and the result (4.3) follows. The result (4.4) follows from 
recognizing that for q < t (X t_q_ l ,Z t_q ,Zt_q+ I . . . . .  Z t )  is a stationary sequence and 
then using the definitions of Xt q (4.2) and of Xt (4.6). [] 
Theorem 4.1. For the process defined in (1.8) (1.10), and under assumptions (A1), 
(A2) and (A4), 
%,7'z.x,_, ~ ~ f:J~,Y~ as' n ~ oo. (4.8) 
t - I  k>~l 
In the limit process, the {jk} Jorm a PRM with mean measure 
m(dx) =/~x ~-1 dx ; /~ - p(c~(1 P0)); (4.9) 
and the {Yk} an independent iid sequence with distribution F~ . 
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Proof. The proof is based on arguments imilar to those of Davis and McCormick 
(1989) see also Feigin and Resnick (1992). We write /L = tl(,:~(l - p0)). We tirst 
can conclude that tbr each fixed q > 1, 
~ci,,. 'z. v' ~) ~ ~ c(/:,.y~,) (4.10) 
: I k>:-I 
)2. in the space M,([0. oc) 2) of point measures on [0, oc In the limit the PRM has 
mean measure m(dx, dy)  = t,x/'- '  dx.  Pr(Xq+l c dy) and the {Yh~'} is an independent 
iid sequence with distribution equal to ~[Xt q] ~ S[X~i/vl ] for t > q. The equivalence 
follows from the stationarity of {X:; t > q} for fixed q, see Lemma 4.1. 
Tile result (4.10) follows from the fact that the sequence {B'/ ~ (a, , IZ, ,XJ  I); t : 
1.2 . . . . .  n} is (q + l)-dependent g '  is independent of B:' if ]s t] > q 5 1 and 
from limit theory for extremal processes. In particular see Adler (1978). 
Now as q ~ :~c in (4.10), the left side converges to ~1=1 "(,,.; ';4,.\. ,) and the right 
side converges to a PRM with mean measure m(dx, dy) ll.V/' Idx .  Pr(Xi :~: dr )  : 
fix:' I dx. F,(dy). This latter result follows from the Harris ergodicity assulnption (AS) 
and the fact that {X~I/: ~ "q~> 1} is itself a Markov chain satisfying (1.8) with initial 
value XI ~ ZI. 
In order to replace q by infinity in (4.10) we need to show that for any / 
C+([0, oc) × [0, ~c]) - the continuous, non-negative, functions on [0, ~c) ><, [0. x ]  with 
compact support and for any q > 0 
lim l imsupPr  [ ~.f(a,,'Zt,XJl ) ~f'( ( . ln lz¢.At  I) > 111 =0,  (4. l l) 
q~"  :t ~x  klt=l t=l 
This condition comes from Billingsley (1968, Theorem 4.2), and holds in our case 
due to the tbllowing argument. Suppose the support o f / "  is inside [0,M] × [0, ~]  and 
that I f (x ,y )  ,/'(x,z) I < e whenever (x,y) and (x,z) are inside [0,M] × [0, x ]  and 
lY zl < &- The latter is possible for any ~: > 0 since f is uniformly continuous on 
compacts. Then defining 
,4 ~l ({a;lZt > M} ~J {IX/LI  1~, ,I < ,5}) ~4.12) 
t : l  
and writing I),'{ - I Y~'.:=," j(a,,' 'Z,,X,'~_, )--  F.,=," f (a , , 'Zr .X ,  , )l we have 
Pr(/)i ~, > q) ~< Pr({O, q, > f l}C IA)+Pr (A  ~) (4.13) 
<~ Pr(~_,e T,z,([O.M]) > q/c) 
+n Pr (a21Z,~M)Pr (X lq l  Xt I[ ~> (5) (4.14) 
--~ Pr (}-:,cjx([0, M]) > ,1,."c) 
+M"  Pr(IX,51 - ) ( ,  ~1 > &) as n--+ ~ (4.15) 
and so by choosing s¢ arbitrarily small, and by letting q -+ "x; we have shown that 
(4.11) must hold. This step then concludes the proof. El 
We now turn to the proof of our main result. Theorem 3.1. 
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Proof  of Theorem 3.1. Our proof is based on the expansion: 
a,Tl(Dn - po)=-a~lA [r(Xt l,Zt) - P0] (4.16) 
t= l  
l Or . ] 
=,=l  '~ a: Z,~z(Xt ,,Z t ))] (4.17) 
where 0 ~< Z* = Z*(Xt_ 1, Zt)~ Zt. For the limit theory, we can restrict he minimization 
t/ to terms with r(Xt_l,Zt) < 1 since, for P0 < 1, lim~_~o¢ At=l r(Xt- l ,Zt) < 1 a.s..  
The latter follows from Theorem 4.1 and the fact that a,, I -+ oc as n ~ o~ together 
with the monotonicity of  A n t=l r(Xt l,Zt) in n. Indeed we may argue: 
Pr[t=~r(Xt_l,Zt)< 1] (4.18) 
= Pr[Zt < S(Xt l) =-Xt-i - Q~p~,(F~(Xt-1)); for some t c {1 . . . . .  n}] (4.19) 
= Pr[a21Z, < a21S(X,_l); for some t E {1 . . . . .  n}] (4.20) 
---+ Pr[jk < oc; for some k>~l] = 1. (4.21) 
In this argument we have used the fact that S(Yk) > 0 for P0 < 1, 
From (3.5) we can compute 
0r 
rz(X,Z) =-- cTz(X,Z)= [~Q~r(x,~)(F~(x) )] -t (4.22) 
= -f~rIx,:)(Q~(x,z~(F~(x))) (4.23) 
c~l+~r(x,z)(Q~r(x,z)(F~(x  ) ) " 
Assume that we can show 
~ ea,7,z,~_(x ' ,,z,.)I(r(Xt_l,Zt) < 1)=~ ~ gjkr:(Yk,O)" (4.24) 
t= l  - k>~l  
Since r(x,O) = Po we can substitute this result in (4.23) to rewrite the limit on the 
right side of (4.24). We then may recognize that the desired result of the theorem 
follows by noting the following two facts: 
1. the right side of (3.7) derives from taking the minimum of the points of the PRM 
on the right side of  (4.24); and 
2. that if Yk ~ F~ then Q~po(F~(Yk)) ~ F~p o. 
We therefore turn to the proof of  (4.24). 
Step 1: We show that 
~n ~ ~ ~(a,7~Z,,X,_~,Z*) ~ ~(jk,Y~,O) 
= k=l  
by showing, for all f E C+([0, oc) x [0, oc]2), that 
~f(a : 'Z , ,X , _ , ,Z* ) -  ~f (an 'Zt ,Xt_ , ,o )  P o. 
t--1 t= l  
(4.25) 
(4.26) 
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The argument is similar to the proof of Theorem 4.1 and works by choosing the set 
A (corresponding to (4.12)) in this case to be 
A = N ({a,, 'Z, > M} U {Z;* < 6}) (4.27) 
t :  I 
and using the fact that 
Pr(A~)~<n Pr[6 < Zi < a,,M] = 0 
for n large enough. 
Step 2: We will show that 
1 I g~ mr. .  t I ,~t  ] /~=l  
by showing that for all K > 0 and AK = [0, K] x [0. x ]  2 
Indeed, the left hand side is bounded by 
n Pr[a,, Izt ~<K, Z,>~X~_L - Q~:),,(t;'~(X:_l ))] 
~<n Pr[a, 1Zt ~<K] Pr[Xr I - -  Q~p,:,(F~(X~ t))~<a,,K] 







Assume the support of f is in [0, c]. Then the latter will hold exactly if condition (A4) 
does. And thus the proof is complete. 
~t,,,{l :-- ~; ,, iZ,/h(X ! i,Z:g I(a,, Zt < M)l(r(Xt 1,Z,) < 1) 
1~1 
~ t:/,,q,(y~,o)l(jk < M)  (4.35) 
t I 
where h(x,z*)  = ~Q~,.(.,.z,)(F,(x)) . 
Step 4: To finish off the proof we need to show that we can replace M by intinity 
on both sides of (4.35)• This requires showing that for any f ~ C/,.([0,,>c)) and q > 0 
lim l imsup Pr f a'iIZ~ "~ , , , I~o  ,,~:~c h(XtT - ]~TZ:* ) J  I (a ;C IZt>M) I ( I ' (X '  I 'Z t )  < l )  7> ' l  
0. (4.36) 
Step 3: In order to apply the continuous mapping theorem to the points in the result 
of Step 2, with the mapping 
7 
T ' (z,_v,z*) ~ zr:(x,z* ) = z@.m ~.:. 1 (F~(x)) (4.34) 
we need to restrict the space to the compact [0,M] x [0,2c] 2. We may therefore 
conclude that 
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Appendix A. Checking A4 for the ease F, = Gamma(e, 1) 
To show that assumption (A4) holds in the Gamma(:~, 1) case we begin by proving 
the following lemma. 
Lemma A.1. Let FI~ = Gamma(fl, 1 ) and let flj and f12 be constants with 0 < fil < 
f12 < oc. Then there exist constants A and B such that Jor all 0 < u < oc and all 
fi E (fil,fl2), 
Q¢(u) <~A + BOl~(u). 
Proof. Write Ql~(u) as x then we use the following two expressions for Q~(u): 
/0 .x Qz~(u) =-  f/f ly)0n y-  ' I '(f i))dy/ffdx) (A.1) 
F = J}(y)(ln y - 7~(fl))dy/fl~(x ), (A.2) X 
where kg(.) is the digamma function. 
Suppose that x~> 1. Use (A.2) and the fact that In y<~y to write 
• 1 - &+~(X)x  + 1 - F~(x~ 
Qt~(u)<. ffl+l (x) [~IJ(fl)l f / j (x )  
Now 
o, 1 - Fs(x ) e (v-x) dy. (A.3) ,f/j(x) x 
If fl > 1 then (A.3) can be bounded above by 
l -- &+I (X)  /~OC, 
f[~+l(x) <" Jo e ~(1 + z/x)lS dz. 
1 - &(x )  
£,(x ) 
Since z/x <~ z, 
1-&+~(x) f~  
f/~+l(x) <<" .1o e-:(1 +z)/~dz 
[&]+l ([fl2]k+ l )  ~°c  <~ ~ e-Zzk dz 
k 0 
[fl2]+l ([fi2]k-( l ) = ~ k!~Kl ,  say. 
k=0 
Alternatively, if fl~< 1 then we can bound (A.3) above by 
F 1 - Ffl(x) e -(y-x) dy . ffi(x) <~ x = 1 
Suppose now that x < 1 and use (A.1) to write 
0/~(u)~< ~(fl)e fo x (y)/~-I dy -e  fo x (y ) l ,  ' l n  ydy.  
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l f [ I  > 1 then 
/o' Q/~(u) ~< 7*(fi)e e In ydy  
~< (!q~(fil)l V ItP(fi2)l)e + e. 
If [ J~ l  then q'(f l )  < 0 and so 
0/~(u) ~< -e  \x /  In ydy  
) ~ x lnx  . 
For all x~ (O,l), -e  i < x lnx  < O. Therefore, 
0/~(u) ~< ~ + e - I  --= Ke. say. 
The lemma has been established with 
A = max{(Ki V e)(Lq'(fil)l v 17J(fi2)) + e, K2} 
B = max{Kl, 1 }. [~ 
Lemma A.2. Assumption (A4) holds./or the case F~ Gamma(~, 1) and po > O. 
Proof. Take 0 < ZI* ~<ZI ~ F~(i-l~o), .320 ~ F-~ and note that r(Xo,Zi) > Po and 
therefore the condition of Lemma A. 1 is satisfied since 0 < ~t)0 < ~[r./~ 1] < 3,. 
Hence. we have: 
caQ~l,%V,,,z.)/~ll(F~(Xo)) <~ c~(AQ~I,.(x,,,z.>II(F.(Xo) ) + B) 
<~ A I [Z~ ÷ Q~p,,(F~(Xo))] -- A2 




where Ai Ac~ and A2 = Bc~., and we have used the defining property of r(x.z) and 
the monotonicity of Q~ in ~. 
Now 
{a21Zl <~c~Q~[,.(x,,.z.)all(F~(Xo)),a21Zi >~M} 
C{a. IZt <~ALZI + AiQ~po(l<~(Xo)) + A2,a. IZi >~M} 
C{a,, IZI <~( 1 - Alan)-](Ai Q~vo(F~(Xo)) + A2), a,, tZ1 >~M} 
C{a. tZ] <.2(AIQ~po(F~(Xo)) -- A2) ,a~ IZi >~M} 
for ALa n ~ 3" ,  
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Let Y=2(AjQ~po(F~(Xo))+A2 ) and note that it is independent Of Zl and Y<~2[A1Xo+ 
A2]. Then for n > no where Alano < " 
n Pr[an-lZ1 ~co~Q~[r(Xo,Z.)All(F~(Xo)),anlZl >~m] (A.7) 
<.n Pr(anlZl  <<. Y, a21Zl >~M) = E[h(Y ;n ,M) ] .  (A.8) 
We have written h(y; n ,M)  = n Pr(G-1Z1 <~y, a2 lZ l  >~M) and we note that 
l imsup h(y; n ,M)  = (y~ - M~) I (y>~M) .  (1.9) 
n ---~ oG 
By a result of  Breiman, quoted in Davis and McCormick (1989, p.243) we can actually 
show that if E(Y  ~+6) < oc for some c5 > 0 then also 
lim sup Eh(Y;  n, M)  = E( Y~ - M ~ )I( Y >~ M ). (A. 10) 
n---+ oc  
Since Y<~2(AIXo +A2)  and X0 has all moments finite we can conclude from (A.10) 
that 
lim limsup Eh(Y ;n ,M)  = 0 (A.11) 
m ----* OG t / ~  
which is required to establish (A4) - see (A.8). [] 
Appendix B. Checking (A5) for the case F~ = Gamma(~, 1) 
To show that assumption (A5) holds in the Gamma(~, 1) case we outline the steps 
of  the argument. 
(1) The function H(x)  defined in (4.1) satisfies the following equation: 
f ?  e-Uu~:p 1 ~OC e ubl~.-- 1 
(x) r (~p~ du = x F(a-~Y- du. (B.I)  
(2) If we can show that x - H(x )  --* oo as x -~ oo then we have for xL large 
enough, that 
E(XtlX~ 1 : x) : H (x )  + E(Zt)  < x - ~ for x > xL. (B.2) 
(3) The result (B.2) is exactly what is required for Harris ergodicity (though not 
geometric ergodicity) - see Meyn and Yweedie (1993) for a comprehensive account. 
(4) In order to prove that x -H(x )  ~ oc we define v(x) to be the largest value to 
satisfy: 
e-V(x)v(x)~p l e Xx~-I 
- - -  (B.3) r(~p) r(~) 
Note that v(x) < x for x larger than the mode of the distribution F~. 
(5) From 
(c~ - 1 ) log(x) - x - log(F(c0) = (ctp - 1 ) log(v(x)) - v(x) - log(r (~p))  (B.4) 
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we obtain 
x - v(x) = (~ - 1 ) log(x) - (c~p - 1)log(v(x)) + log(V(~p))  - log(F(.x)): (B.5) 
SO 
x ~:(x) ~ ~,  B.6) 
and 
v(x),"x ~ 1, B.7) 
as x ~ oc. 
(6) Consider now the integral 
L "~ce "u~p-IF(:~p) du L°°e  (V(x)+U)(v(x)+u)~P-ldu~, , 
fo ~ e <x+,,,(x +.)=-, F(I +./,,(x))=,, 
=- r(~) L {i 7 ~  
Let 
(B .8 )  
I] du. (B.9) 
g(u;x) = log rL(1 + u/v(x)y p-I ] • ] ~  j. (B. IO) 
(7) We will show that g(u; x)<<.O for all u>~0 for x large enough. Since g(0: x) = 0 
it will suffice to show that g'(u; x) < 0 for all u~>0. But, 
g ' (u ;x ) - -  ~p-  1 :x -  1 u ÷ v(x) u ÷ x (B.11) 
and is less than 0 whenever 
u:~(p- 1) < v(x)(~- l ) -x (~p- -  1). (B.12) 
Since the left-hand side is always negative (p  < 1), all we need to do is to find when 
the right side is positive. From (B.7) this will hold for all x large enough whenever 
p < 1. Note that this positivity is eventually assured whether ~ < 1, or ~.p < 1 or 
both. 
(8) When g(u; x) < 0 for all u > 0, then 
i ' :: [<, + ' 1 
/0 °° e-( '+")(x + uy- i  < F(~) du (B.14) 
f 
~c e--Ub/~ 1 
- - d u  (B.15) 
, .~  v(:0 
so from (B.1) we must have that H(x) < v(x). This implies that (x -H(x ) )  --- >c when 
we consider (B.6). We have thus proved the required Harris ergodicity as explained 
in Step 2 above. 
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